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FOR GENERAL DIMENTIONAL SURFACES
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The aim of this paper is to deal with a free boundary Plateau problem
following Reifenberg's method.

The so-called Plateau problem of seeking surfaces of least area bounded
by a prescribed contour has been attacked from various aspects. Classical
approaches due to Radό, Douglas and Courant have limited the problem to
the case of dimension two, where the admissible surface is a mapping image of
some fixed parameter domain. Reifenberg is one of the first who considered

minimal surfaces, with a given boundary, of various topological types simul-

taneously. In his pioneering paper [11], [12] and [13] he fixed a compact

subset A of Rp and regarded any compact set X containing A as a surface with

boundary A so far as X spans A homologically.

In the present paper we are concerned with a free boundary problem which

is not discussed in Reifenberg's studies. It will be natural to define the free

boundary of a surface homologically. We formulate a free boundary problem

approximately and prove existence and regularity results with some simple

examples illustrating our situation. The result of this paper remains valid

in case the ambient space is a Riemannian manifold, which is close to the Eucli-

dean space in the sense of Morrey [10], especially, a compact Riemannian mani-

fold.

1. Formulation of free boundary problem

In this section we formulate the free boundary problem mentioned above.
Suppose that we are given a compact subset E of Rp. It is just the set on which
all our free boundaries should lie. For any compact subset X of Rp

y we define
FB(X):=XΓ[E to be free boundary of X on E. Then the inclusion maps

(1)

induce the following diagram
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Hm(X, FB(X); G) ., (FB(X); G)

\J*

; G)

where G is a fixed compact abelian coefficient group.
Though we want to regard Ker ί# as its "algebraic boundary" following Reifen-
berg, unfortunately Hm,l(FB(X)\ G) changes as X varies. Then we measure

its boundary in Hm_l(E\ G): We call ^(Ker i%)=Im(j*°d) to be algebraic

free boundary of X on E.

DEFINITION 1. Take and fix a subgroup Γ of H^^E; G). We say that
X is a surface with free boundary including Γ if and only if the algebraic free

boundary of X contains Γ. 8freβ(Γ) denotes the totality of such X.

FB(X)
Fig. 1

The w-dimensional volume of X shall be now

VoΓ(JC) = Jίm(X\FB(X)) ,

where Mm denotes w-dimensional Hausdorff measure, and accordingly

V: = inf {VoΓ(X) *egfreβ(Γ)} .

We are in a position to raise a question.

PROBLEM FB. Is there any X* of gfree(Γ) satisfying VoΓ(X*)= Vϊ

The answer is affirmative and we have

Theorem A. There exists at least one solution to Problem FB.

Moreover we can easily show the following result, using the regularity

of Reifenberg's fixed boundary solution:
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Theorem B. There exists a solution of Problem FB which is real analytic

<9im-almost everywhere in the interior.

2. Some examples

In this section we observe some simple examples helpful to understand
our formulation in §1. In dealing with free boundary problems in general,
one usually requires some classical linking condition (cf. Courant [5], pp. 213-
218) or a homotopical non-triviality (cf. Meeks-Yau [9], §1). In more general
cases in which the set of free boundary does not lie on a manifold, careful treat-
ment is needed. Indeed the mere non-retract condition is insufficient to guar-
antee the non-degeneracy as the following simple example illustrates:

EXAMPLE 1. Given a infinite ladder

E: = {(*, y, 0); x—2y = 0, O^Λ^l}

U {(*,J>, 0); x+2y = 0, O^a^l}

U I

lying on the (#, j J-plane in R3, we consider a free boundary problem with a
non-degenerate condition such as non-retract or homological (homotopical)
non-triviality. Obviously such a condition is not adequate in this situation,
while E is compact. Indeed we may take the plane domains

*.: = {(*,* 0); x-2y^Q, , (n=l, 2, •••)

as a minimizing sequence for this free boundary problem: Xn is not retract
to QXn, and dXn is non-trivial as an element of both H^E; G) and πι(E). But
{^L»}»=ι,2, degenerates to the origin.

Fig. 2

EXAMPLE 2 (a disk with two wiry handles). Consider the configuration in

E= C1UC2U£>
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Cn: = {((-!)" r/2, cos θ, sin 0); Q^θ^π} (n = 1, 2) ,

834

with

We look for the surface of least area spanning partly the two semi-circles C19

C2 and partly the free boundary on D. The solution will be either simply
connected or of degenerate type according as which of them provides smaller
area. This alternative depends on r, or equivalently the proportion of the dis-
tance to the size of handles. Courant showed the existence of connected type
under a sufficient condition that the infimum of areas in all simply connected
surfaces is smaller than that in all surfaces of degenerate type (cf. Courant
[5], pp. 208-209).

Fig. 3

Let us consider the same problem in our formulation. We take the 1-

chains gl9 g2 as homological basis, H^E] G)=<£!>0<£2>, and Γ=<ft—&>•
(See Fig. 3. In this case we can identify the Cech homology group with the
simplicial homology group because E is regarded as a singular simplicial com-
plex.) Note that X necessarily spans Cx and C2 owing to the definition re-
quiring that free boundary includes Γ in the present case. Both surfaces
of the above two types are the ones with free boundary including Γ.

EXAMPLE 3 (cf. Reifenberg [11], p. 80, Almgren [1], p. 6).

T = ((2+cos θ) cos φ, (2+cos θ) sin φ, sin 0); 0^0, φ^2π}

is the 2-torus obtained by rotating about the 0-axis the unit meridian circle
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(x— 2)2-f-#2=l lying on the (#, #)-ρlane. On the other hand

Xφ: = {((2+r cos θ) cos 3(θ+φ), (2+r cos θ) sin 3(0+?>), sin 0);

is a triple Mϋbius strip whose boundary lies on T. If we take E=T\\jXφ
l?l<e

(8: sufficiently small positive) for the manifold on which the free boundary
should lie, we have the isomorphisms

Then Xφ is admissible and attains the minimum of least area for some sub-
groups of Hι(E\ G). If some XψQ (ε^φQ^2π/3—£) is a solution, then any
Xφ (ε<^φ<L2πβ—ε) is also a solution because the latter is obtained by rotating
XφQ through the angle φ—φQ. In case G=Z3, all Xφ (S^φ^2πβ—έ) are
solution surfaces with free boundary including Γ=£Γ1(J?; Z3).

Fig. 4-1

Fig. 4-2

3. Proof of Theorem A, B

For a compact subset A of Rp and a compact subgroup Δ of Hm_l(A\ G),
we use the notation g(Δ) for the class of all the surface with boundary including
Δ, where X (^>A) is a surface with boundary including Δ if and only if Δ is con-
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tained in the kernel of the homomorphism

(uKhiH.^Aity^H.-tX G)

induced by the inclusion map

inc: A-*X

(Reifenberg [11], p. 79, Definition).

We note here the following fact asserting that 8free(Γ) is closed with
respect to an appropriate patching:

Lemma 1 (Patching lemma). Let X be a surface with free boundary in-
cluding Γ, i.e. ^eΞgfree(Γ).

1° If we set Δ:=Ker {/*: Hm.l(FB(X)\ G)-*Hm^(X\ G)}, then Yeg(Δ)
implies yegfreβ(Γ).

2° Further let U be an open set in Rp such that C/Π^Φφ, UnE=φ,
and let Δt:=Ker \(i%: H^XndU; G)-^Hm^(Xf\Ό\ G), where it: XftQU
c->Xf}U. Then Feg(Δt) implies &:=(X\U)\J Yegfree(Γ).

Proof. Consider the inclusion maps i': FB(X)<^>Y in addition to (1).
We have then y*(Ker (ίv)ί{ί)z)yϊiί(Δ)=>/Hί(Ker ί*)^Γ, which proves Γ. Next
introducing the three more inclusion maps *n: {(XΓldU)UFB(X)}<^X\Uy

k: XΓ[dUc->{(XΓ}dU)(jFB(X)} and 1: FB(X)c-*{(XΓ(dU)\jFB(X)}, we
observe the kernels Δn:=Ker (&)*, Δ and Δf. Then we see l*Δ=k*ΔΪ+ΔK
(Lemma 12A in Reifenberg [11]), and hence ^eg(Δ) (Lemma 11A in Reifen-
berg [11]). The just proved result 1° enable us to conclude that ^egfreβ(Γ).
q.e.d.

As mentioned in §1, Theorem B follows from Theorem A and the re-
gularity of Reifenberg's fixed boundary solution. Assuming Theorem A,
we first prove Theorem B:

Let X* denote a solution of Problem FB, of which the existence is guar-
anteed by Theorem A. We consider the Reifenberg's fixed boundary problem
for the compact boundary FB(X*) and the subgroup Δ*:=Ker {(/*)*: H^^FB
(X*) G)-+Hm-l(X* G)}, where i: FB(X*}^X*. Then his solution Y for this
problem obviously satisfies VoΓ(F)^VoΓ(^Γ*). By Γ of Lemma 1, Y belongs
to gfree (Γ) since yeg(Δ*). Hence Y is also a solution of Problem FB, while
it is real analytic cί^-almost everywhere in the interior ([12], [13]). Thus we
obtain Theorem B.

We will prove Theorem A. Note first that the Hausdorff distance is
introduced in gfree(r) such as in g(Δ). In this paper a limit with respect to
the Hausdorff distance is abbreviated, for simplicity, to a Hausdorff limit.
Further the P-limit of a sequence {Xn}n-ι of a point sets is given by jP-lim Xn:
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= n(U-ϊ ) (see [8], p. 146). The proof of Theorem A, as in the fixed bound-
» = 1 i = »

ary case, consists of a triple of steps, which are stated as assertions below.

Assertion 1. Sίr^Γ) is locally sequentially compact with respect to the
Hausdorff limit and F-limit.

The proof is a direct consequence of the following three lemmas. Though
these has a counterpart in the fixed boundary case, the Cech homology as well
as the category of compact groups play determinant roles in the proof of Lemma
4 which is the main portion, since in general homology theories the image of
morphism between groups is not necessarily continuous with respect to the
projective limit (see [6], p. 227 Remark).

Lemma 2 (Hausdorff [8], pp. 148-150). In a compact metric space an
arbitrary sequence of closed (therefore compact) sets Xn (fi=l, 2, -••) has the Haus-
dorff limit and F-limit, and both coincide.

Lemma 3. Let Xl belongs to gfree(Γ). Then any surface X2 containing Xλ

as a subset also belongs to gfree(r).

Proof. We use the following notations for the running index w=l, 2:
f.: FB(Xn)c->Xny jn: FB(Xn}<^E, k: FB(X^FB(X2\ 1: (Xl9 FB(Xί))^(X29

FB(X2)) and Qn: Hm(Xny FB(Xn); G)-»Hm.l(FB(Xn); G). Then Im((/2)*o92):D
q.e.d.

Lemma 4. Let a sequence {Xn}^i of Qfτee(T) satisfying X1Ί}X213 Then

X:=Γ\Xn belongs to gfree(Γ).
n=ι

v
Proof. We recall fundamental properties of Cech homology with a compact

abelian coefficient group (see Eilenberg-Steenrod [6], Chap. X):
(a) Cech homology is the homology theory which take values in the cate-

gory of compact abelian groups.
(b) Cech homology is natural and continuous with respect to the pro-

jective limit.
Since Hin FB(Xn)=FB(X), we have in view of (b)

H

lim Hm.1(FB(Xn) G) = ̂ (lim FB(XU); G) = HU.1(FB(X); G) .
H ft

Let the inclusion i, /, in, jn be earlier, except that n runs 1 to infinity. Then
it follows from (b) that

y#(Ker ί*) = (limj,,)* (Ker (lim *„)*)
(2) V- «ϊ-

;«)*) (lim Ker (in)*) .
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We consider the exact sequence

0-^L.-»fl._1 (FB(Xa); G),

where LΛ:=Ker (in)*. Passing to the limit, we still have

0->lim L,-*lim Hm_, (FB(Xn); G) = Hm., (FB(X) G)
n n

because the projective limit preserves the exactness in the category of com-
pact groups (Eilenberg-Steenrod [6], Chap. VIII Theorem 5.6). Then we
have

ton (/»)*

Hence

(3)

(lim (;„)*) (lim La) = Im (lim (/„)* lim Ln

= Im Urn ; ) = Urn Im ((/„)* )

(see Eilenberg-Steenrod [6], p. 227 Remark). On the other hand

(4) lm_((j»

since ^n<Ξgfree(Γ). Therefore it follows from (2), (3) and (4) that

7*(Ker f „) = lim Im ((/„)*

i.e. X^Qfree(Γ) q.e.d.

Since the Hausdorff measure is not semi-continuous over 8free(Γ) (cf.
Almgren [2], p. 57 (1)), it is necessary to find a nice minimizing sequence such
as in the fixed boundary case. We can reduce its existence to Reifenberg's
results, by taking a sequence each of whose terms is his fixed boundary solu-
tion:

Assertion 2. There exists a sequence {Xn}n=ι satisfying the following two
conditions:

(i) {Xn}^ι is a minimizing sequence for Problem FB, i.e. Xn^Qfΐee(T) for all
n, and Volm(Xn)->V as n->oo.

(ii) IfB(P, r)Γ}FB(Xn)=φ andP(ΞXn, then
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where JB(P, r) denotes the closed ball centered at P with radius ry and a(m) is the

volume of m-dimensional unit ball.

Proof. We take an arbitrary minimizing sequence {Yn}Z~ι for our free
boundary problem. Consider, for each n, the fixed boundary problem for a

compact set FB(Yn) and a subgroup ΔΛ:=Ker {(/„)*: Hm.l(FB(Yn) 9 G)-^Hm^
(Yn\ G)}, where in: FB(Yn)^>Yn. Then we have a solution Xn of Reifenberg.

Obviously the new sepuence {Xn}"~ι satisfies the property (i) (Lemma 1, 1°).

Furthermore we can verify that it is also endowed with the property (ii) since

it is Reifenberg's solution (Reifenberg [11], pp. 27-38). q.e.d.

The above minimizing sequence {Xn}ΐ-ι, passing to a subsequence if
necessary, converges to an -SΓooegfree(Γ) (Assertion 1). Then we have

Assertions.

Proof. We first claim

(5) inf (lim^ί Λm(Xnr\B(P, r))/a(w)r"; B(P, r ) f t E = φ,

We will show it below. Take an arbitrary point P of JYΌo. There exists a
sequence of points {PJΓ=ι such that Pn belongs to Xn and d(Pn, P)— >0 as w-»oo,

since X* is the Hausdorff limit of {Xn}~~ι. Note that, since B(P, r)Γ\E=φ,
B(Pny r)f]E=φ for any sufficiently large n and that lim Mm(B(Pn, r)\5(P, r))

=0. Then we have in view of Assertion 2 (ii)

limύif cΛ"(-X.n<B(P,r))

= Iim7nf Mm(Xn Π B(P, r)) + lip Mm(B(Pn, r)\B(P, r))

^ lim Γnf Mm(Xn Π (B(P, r) U Sfm r)))

^ a(m)rm ,

provided B(P, r){\E=φ and PeXo. Thus we obtain the above claim.

Let .3(8) be the set of all the balls B such that BΓ(E=φ and rad B <S,
where rad B denotes the radius of B. For an arbitrary δ>0 there exists a

finite union of subfamilies <Bl9 ...... , 3ϊk of -®(δ), each of which is a mutually
disjoint cover of c^-almost all points on the set X00\FB(X00) (Allard [3], p.
426, 2.7 (1)). By the above inequality (5) and by the disjointness of .3̂ , we

have

Σ α(w) (rad J3)β ^ Σ lim inf Mm(Xn Π B)
B<=$j B&&J " >0°

(6) < lim inf Σ ^ίm(Xn^B) = YιmmϊMm( U (X
»-*<*> BξΞ&j "^ BtΞ&j

^ lim inf JΓ(Xn\FB(Xn)) = lim Vo\m(Xn) = V ,
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and accordingly

inf { 2 a(m) (rad Λ) ; ̂ c^(δ), X»\FB(X.)a U
£e.0 £e.

Let δ->0 and we obtain

Thus we conclude that X00\FB(X00) is of finite c#w-measure.
Next we take and fix a sequence {δn}Γ-ι of positive number tending to

zero as n->°o. Since X00\FB(X00) has finite c^-measure, there exists a
subfamily <B'(8U) of <B(8n) and a set en of JΓ-measure zero such that <B'(Sn)
covers (X00\FB(X00))\en (Besicovitch's covering theorem [4].) Then the
inequalities (6) holds for ίB'(Sn) instead of <BJ9 since l£(Sn) is a disjoint family:

ind { Σ α(w) (rad β) ; JSc^(δΛ), (XΛJΉ(Xo))\ *MC U
Be.® Λ=1

^ Σ aim) (rad B)" ̂  F.
Be^CW

Hence letting n->oo,- we conclude

U O ̂  F . q.e.d.

Since -XΌoegtree(Γ), Assertion 3 implies that X^ is a solution of Problem
FB. Thus we obtain Theorem A.

REMARK 2. The m-dimensional density of the solution X^ is 1 at Mm-
almost all points of X00\FB(X00). Indeed we write Xn=X00 for all n, and then
the new minimizing sequence {Xn}^ι satisfies the properties (i), (ii) in Asser-
tion 2. Therefore the inequality (5) holds for X^ in place of Xn. Hence the
w-dimensional density of X^ is not less than 1. Conversely it is not greater
than 1 at jT-almost all points of X.\FB(XJ (Federer [7], 2.10.9. (5)).
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